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COMMODORE’S REPORT
It is with pleasure that I submit this year’s Commodore’s report. I have
once again enjoyed my role as your Commodore and have appreciated
your continuing support. This year has been one of mixed success for
the club. We have had some real highlights, such as the purchase of the
new support craft at a very attractive cost, thanks to Paul’s Anderson’s
fundraising efforts. My main concern is the lack of support for the
trailer yacht / keeler sailing programme. We are making an effort to
gauge what is not appealing and will be changing the programme
accordingly. Several boats have changed hands recently. Hopefully we
will see some new interest next season.
Committee meetings have always been well attended and meetings
concluded at a reasonable hour, which indicates that the subcommittees
are working and most of the background work is being done at this
level. I thank the Committee for your support, which has always been
forthcoming and is appreciated.
I attended the Commodores conference in May and found it very
beneficial.
Sailing School is as popular as ever with a very strong Starling fleet
developing. The continued employment of a coach for this fleet on
Sunday mornings is keeping this fleet progressing. The next target for
Sailing School should be the purchase of some competitive Optimist
dinghies to allow our pupils to progress to racing with the other groups
on the harbour. Some addition to the asphalted area is needed to
enhance the rigging area and prevent gravel from entering the storage
sheds. Thank you to Rob for once again fronting this very important
aspect of club life.
Geoff has been working away at the 101 jobs that keep turning up
while keeping a weather eye on all our other maintenance
responsibilities. His subcommittee is diligently working away at
various projects, the most obvious at present being the addition of
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breastwork to the main wharf, which should make using the slipway
in southerly conditions a lot easier. The slipway is a major facility and
has had a very busy year. He has also been fronting the effort to get
some boat harbour development underway. Consent for dredging is in
the pipeline. Once this is organised we should be in a position to make
some progress; however, the lease needs to be settled before we commit in this direction.
The Social subcommittee under Gordon’s guidance and Shirley’s expertise in things culinary has once again provided us with the TGIF
Friday night events along with the after-race functions. Gordon’s tenacity in tackling visiting skippers to speak on Friday nights has continued to give us a fascinating insight into the different approaches
these people have to world cruising. Shirley has kept us well fed, and
TGIF continues to be a most successful and valuable aspect of club
life. To Kevin and Shirley, thank you for your support over the year.
Unfortunately, Shirley has had to heed a health warning and resign
from her position. At time of writing a replacement, Nikki DeRooy,
has just been appointed as Events Co-ordinator.
It has been great to have Barry’s considerable skills applied to the
club accounts. It takes a lot of worry away from the Commodore
knowing that the accounts are in safe and capable hands. A major
challenge the club faces in the coming year will be the negotiation of
the new ground lease with the DCC. Other major challenges coming
up include getting the dredging underway and the refurbishment of
both the caretaker’s house and the clubhouse.
It was sad to lose Elaine Henderson during the year. She has been an
enthusiastic supporter of the club over many years.
Once again, thank you all.
Vern Hall, Commodore
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VICE-COMMODORE’S REPORT
Vice-Commodore’s Report
After three years of service in the Club Executive, the Vern Hall/Geoff
Murray duo have decided that it is time for a change. We both feel that
it would be a good thing for the Club to have new, and in my case,
younger people at the top, with fresh faces, different ideas and perhaps
new ways of doing things. The Club is about to enter a new era. The
Lease between the Club and the Dunedin City Council is due for
renewal re-negotiation in 2013. The City is about to prepare a new
boat harbour reserve development plan, for which the Club has lodged
a submission. The Otago Regional Council, in consultation with the
Club, has prepared a resource consent application to dredge mud from
the boat harbour, which is discussed further, below.
As Vice Commodore, I have had the privilege of heading the Works
Committee, whose members have been very supportive and it is
largely due to their efforts that the Club’s assets have been maintained
to a high standard. The fences and sheds have been completely
repainted, the large storage shed fitted with Tilta doors and new
spouting and the winch house has been re-roofed. A major project has
been the complete overhaul of the number one pontoon, which had
been taking in water at a serious rate. When the source of the leak was
located, it was obvious that the pontoon hull needed a substantial
overhaul, which has been done, and repairs to its deck are being done
at present. The pontoon should not need lifting from the water again
for several years. The numbers two and three pontoons have been
checked and are in a satisfactory condition. The walkways and
gangplanks connected to the pontoons have been checked and found
also to be in good condition. However, the dinghy pontoon was
floating at a rather peculiar angle recently, as some members will have
noticed, as some of its supporting plastic drums had escaped and in
true yachtie fashion set off on a voyage down the harbour, which
caused quite a stir. The drums were variously reported as bodies and
capsized boats, before they were rounded up and returned to the fold.
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Earlier this year, the Club had an external audit of all its structures
This is a required condition of our lease and is a safety matter that
should be a part of our normal maintenance programme. The Club
also appoints a structural engineer to inspect all our boat cradles on a
regular basis, to ensure that they are safe to operate. The engineer
calculates load-carrying capacities and identifies repairs or localised
strengthening where necessary. Our heavy lift cradle (number 5) is
scheduled for replacement but, following recent repairs, has been
approved for use for another two or three years. It must be noted,
however, that the derrick on the main wharf has not been included in
the external audit or the engineer’s inspection. This derrick, used for
lifting masts and motors, has been refastened and the deck
strengthened, but it is vital that all prospective users satisfy
themselves that it is suitable for their intended lift. Its safe working
load is not known and the Club is not responsible for any loss or
damage arising its use.
The south side of the main wharf is currently being substantially improved. The wharf-face adjacent to the bottom of the slipway is being
faced with half-round timbers, to make it easier for owners to slip
their craft in southerly conditions. A ladder is being included, to
make getting on and off boats easier during slipping. The work, originally intended for a working bee, is being done by two members of
the Works Committee.
This brings me to briefly comment on our working bees, which have
been part of our Club for as long as I can remember. Over the years,
many members have contributed hundreds of hours to the Club, skilfully engaged in a large number of maintenance tasks and
improvements. Sadly, it seems that many jobs may have to be given
over to tradespeople, as attendance at recent Working Bees has declined to disappointingly low levels.
I turn now to other matters that inevitably will claim the next comOtago Yacht Club June-July 2012
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mittee’s attention. The caretaker’s house will need a major fit-out in
near future. Some upgrade work was done recently: new spouting was
installed, all door and window seals were renewed, and Kevin reports
that the house is now both quieter and warmer. However, overall the
house has seen little maintenance since it was built. A second matter
is the cost of insuring the clubhouse and our other assets and liabilities. The relevant policies have been carefully reviewed and updated
over the last two years. The increase of in this year’s premiums has
been held to ten percent, which is laudably low given the general
increases that have followed the Christchurch earthquakes.
Nevertheless, if repeated annual increases exceed present resources,
the Club will have to choose between insuring only selected assets, or
increasing members’ subscriptions. It is noted that such decisions are
likely to be influenced by the terms of our lease, when renewed, and
by the Dunedin City Council’s future plan for the boat harbour reserve.
At the beginning of this report I mentioned the need to dredge the
boat harbour. I doubt if anyone needs to ask why, as the very future
of the OYC is dependant on the removal of the accumulating mud,
which eventually will render the boat harbour unusable. To carry out
the work, a resource consent is required. To this end, during my term
of office we were able to have a productive series of meetings with
senior officers of the Otago Regional Council, where we received
strong encouragement from their CEO, who also opened a dialogue
with the Dunedin City Council, whose involvement is essential if, as
proposed, the dredged mud is to be disposed-of onshore. The outcome is that a resource consent application, itself a major document,
has been prepared by and lodged with the Regional Council. This
document very positively furthers the Club's dredging intentions. It
provides for dredging up to 2.5 metres depth over an area that includes our pile-moorings and access channels, over a ten year period,
while a period of 35 years has been requested for ongoing maintanence. Naturally, I had hoped by now to be able to announce that
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the consent has been granted; however, the final approval remains
pending but I am optimistic that there will be a favourable decision
in the not too distant future.
It only remains for me to express my thanks to Vern for his help and
support during the last three years. The members of the Committee
during that time have been a tower of strength, and I have found
Club Members to be very supportive when approached directly.
Lastly, Kevin and Kaye have always been prepared to go the extra
mile when called upon and have provided me with information and
assistance whenever I have needed it. My very sincere thanks to
them. The last three years have been interesting and rewarding, and
although I will not be seeking any further direct involvement with
the Club administration, I shall continue to help out whenever
possible. Thank you all.
Geoff Murray.
Vice Commodore.

Sailing School, Annabelle
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REAR COMMODORE’S REPORT
This year the sailing season has been bit of a mixed bag with some
great sailing conditions experienced when the opportunities arose
but however mixed on other occasions with cancellations due to
weather and or an absence of entries. The Wednesday Night events
have continued to be one of the strongest supported events and those
who participated generally enjoyed great sailing conditions. Tribute
& thanks to Les McBean for once again organising this now annual
race series.
We consulted the membership in May to obtain feedback and views
of what type of yachting events should be included in the new season and subsequently the next scheduled programme will contain a
number of changes. There was considerable support given from the
group present for less formal racing events for keeler’s & TY’s and
more opportunities for social sailing/cruising on local waters. So significantly, the new sailing programme will retain the iconic White
Island and Oamaru Coastal events but will not include any other
race which goes past landfall tower. Included will be a number of
new social cruising type events which will sail to destinations determined appropriate for the prevailing weather conditions. These sailing opportunities will be suitable for all skippers including those
with less experience and who wish to participate in a non race pressure type situation. In addition to championing yachting and navigational skills these days will also be all about fostering social interaction within the club membership. This year’s May meeting was
worth the effort and I would recommend that a similar meeting
should be routinely held every year around May to carry out a health
check on the clubs sailing activity.
The cups and trophies relating to the races not included in this year’s
programme and which generally relate to keeler races outside of the
harbour will come under a different format. It is proposed that a
schedule of cups & trophies will be prepared for which any skipper
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may issue a challenge and, subject to the protocol criteria (yet to
be developed) may proceed to run a race event. The silverware
will not be given out lightly with there being a requirement for
minimum entry numbers and the challenger of record in association with the other entrants. Races will be open to all qualifying
yachts, who will be required to participate in all matters relating to
race management, in association with the club sailing committee.
This new format has a lot of positives; it can put regenerate the
races, avoids having to follow an inflexible schedule of events laid
on by the club, requires skippers to be more involved in the proceedings of the club & creates the opportunity for them to have
input. It has the spin-off of getting more members involved in the
organisation side of things and this must be good for the club. This
new format still requires some work to establish the protocols but
essentially the concept will be kept simple and will create opportunity for those who wish to participate in these costal water
events and should satisfy the needs of those who were vocal about
maintaining the traditionally scheduled events.
The sailing school has operated successfully for yet another year
under the safe hands of Rob Wood. The Sunday morning programme continues to attract & retain participants and has been
running at capacity with there normally being bit of a delay before
any new yachtsman can be accepted. This year Rob has been ably
assisted by Annette, Vern, Warren & Ben as instructors, all of
whom have represented the club superbly. With the sale of the old
Tinnie coach boat and purchase of the new Southern Pacific RIB
the club instructors have 3 excellent craft to work from. Also new
to the fleet this year has been the refurbished Topgun trailer yacht
and this has been in action during most sailing school sessions.
A matter that the new club committee needs to have a look at is
the existing storage sheds that are currently available for centreboard yachts and their capacity to cope with the existing & future
demands. The shed known as the community shed is the principal
is the principal storage facility and has been operating at full
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capacity for some time. It characteristically is jammed full of craft
and to access your own requires juggling a number of other craft in &
out of the building. In addition there is no secure facility for any personal gear that may wish to be stored on-site. With the resurgence in
junior sailing activity and the club’s strategic aim to support & foster
junior sailing we need to consider how the club can provide sufficient
user friendly secure storage. This aspect of our club will be closely
related to the ability to attract & retain new centreboard yachtsman on
an ongoing basis. Potential options could include modifying & expanding the existing community shed and or a new shed located elsewhere on the site. These facilities do of course generate revenue for
the club.
The club has been having concerns about the use and care of our
coach/rescue RIB’s and consequently we propose to run some training
courses to up-skill all those who are likely to operate the craft. There
currently is a wide selection of people using the craft from members,
to school groups to co-opted crew for event days and there is a real
need to up-skill & standardise the expertise out there. The content is
still being developed but will be comprehensively tailored to the
needs of our club and will most likely exceed the content of other
courses currently available on the market. The training will be provided free to club members and with a small charge to non-members.
Vern has put his hand up to drive this along and will get this on track
upon his return to NZ after winter. If you are aged 15+ and interested
in doing the training then make sure you let us know.
Many thanks to all those who have contributed to the sailing operations during the season both on and off the water, without your help
things just would not happen. I look forward to the next sailing season
with there being new craft & skippers about, new event formats, and
most likely the presence of new club leadership.
Paul Anderson,
Rear Commodore
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SAILING SCHOOL— Rob Wood
The recent summer season of our sailing school again attracted large
numbers of new and returning students. The school has been full or
close to it for all sessions. A notable area of growth has been the
adult learn to sail classes. If you plan to attend our school next summer it would pay to make a booking early. The application document
is on our website. Children of our members have priority.
One of the highlights for me is the number of students who have
moved on to the learn to race class and purchase their own Starlings.
There are around 10 sailing school students who have Starlings – 4
years ago there were none! This year we have also had 2-3 sailors at
both the South Island and National Starling Regatta’s. William Bennett represented Otago in the National Youth match racing event.
Special thanks to Ben Hawker, coach of this group. Ben has been
coaching the learn-to-race group for two years now. It’s great to see
some of our talented young sailors putting something back into the
sport.
I think I counted 9 of our students in the Secondary School Regatta
this year. Best placed of them was Shanna Verhoef sailing Flossie to
second overall and first in the girls division.
Thanks to all the parents who stayed during the sessions and often
learnt some new skills. The on-going support and participation by our
parents and friends is critical to the success of our sailing school. You
don’t need any particular skills to contribute – rather a willingness to
have a go. Thanks also to Paul Anderson our rear commodore for all
the work put into the fundraising for our new coach boat. This latest
coach boat is a 15’ South Pacific with an economical 4 stroke Honda
outboard. The boat was used in the recent Opti Worlds along with 24
other similar boats and then on sold to clubs around the country.
John Chappell with “Kaikoura” is a frequent attender at sailing
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school. John often runs practice races for the kids and provides the
start boat for our club regattas. One or two of our youngsters have
got a bit too close to “Kaikoura’s” pristine hull and, somewhat later,
a sanding block. I’m sure this is a good incentive not to run into the
start boat!
“Kaikoura” also featured as baggage boat for our weekend at St
Martin’s Island in December. 15 dinghies, coach boats and adult
helpers sailed to the Island on a Friday night in December and returned the following Sunday. Thanks especially to Bridget and Jill
for organising all of the food for us and the caretakers on the Island
for being such wonderful hosts. I think we already have a booking
for next December.
The volunteer coaches deserve a special mention too. Turning up at
8.30 on a Sunday morning is always a challenge but also always
rewarded by watching the kids develop their sailing skills. Vern has
been coaching for more years than he can count – even if he takes
socks off. Warren has managed the adult sailors for several years
and all the repairs they create. Josh is usually there organising the
coach boats, sailing Top Gun – even sailing a boat with a close resemblance to a bath tub. Annette was there organising us whenever
her shifts allowed and before some pirate abducted her for a Pacific
adventure. Thank you all – it’s been a lot of fun.
This next season I have decided to take a break from sailing school.
Some of the other coaches are also considering retiring too so if you
think you might be able to help or would like to get involved contact the rear commodore.
Rob Wood
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Otago Yacht Club
Annual Awards 2012, and
Otago Yachtsperson of the Year
Saturday 7 July 2012
To be held at the Otago Yacht Club, Magnet Street, Dunedin
Drinks starting at 6.00 pm
Dinner 7.00 pm
Awards 8.30 pm
Dinner $15.00
Awards only $5.00
Book your tickets with Paul Anderson or Kevin Martin
Please note that to assist with catering,
orders for Dinner tickets must be made by noon Thursday 5 July

Sailing School, leaving the island
Otago Yacht Club June-July 2012
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Treasurer’s Report
Statements of financial performance
for the years ended 30 April 2011 and 30 April 2012
2011
$
2141
9
0
6337
1067
14
9568

2012
$
4850
96
22
4437
390
530
10325

Other revenue
Grants and donations
Joining fees
Berth fees
Pile moorings
Power recovery
Race entry fees
Sailing committee
Sailing school
South Island Sunburst Champs
Shed rents
Sponsorship
Subscriptions
Sundry income
Trailer boat parking
Yard fees
Total revenue

3390
1004
21216
12537
722
535
126
4683
1066
5552
1200
21978
369
11067
20339
115352

8720
420
23483
11798
1405
478
0
6943
0
5693
0
23749
1559
12242
22961
129776

Interest income
Profit on sale of assets
Total income

6415
0
121767

6706
3435
139917

Trading revenue
Bar trading
Books
Clothing trading
Clubroom hire
Club functions
Laundry
Totals
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Less: Expenses
Affiliation expenses
Building maintenance
CABLE magazine expenses
Communication
Depreciation
DCC Ground rent
Honoraria
Insurance
Office and administration
Power and water
Professional fees
Rubbish disposal and cleaning
Sailing Committee expenses
South Island Sunburst Champs
Sailing craft maintenance
Sailing School expenses
Salary Caretaker Manager
Slipyard and jetty maintenance
Bad and doubtful debts
Sundry expenses
Vehicle expenses
Total expenses
Net Surplus for Year

6418
6308
0
2847
24131
4693
2850
8507
3759
9707
2576
1848
3121
1430
1966
2301
26579
3365
2413
1738
2730
119287

7441
11332
0
2730
27384
5030
3000
9160
2666
11094
2121
1264
2084
0
3027
3682
28730
8612
964
882
2520
133723

2480

6194

Barry Crane
Treasurer
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
121st ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
of the OTAGO YACHT CLUB Inc.
To be held in the Clubrooms on
SATURDAY 28 JULY 2012 at 1400 hours
Nominations for the following offices should be made in writing
over the signature of the nominator and forwarded to the Secretary
by 18 July 2012
Commodore
Vice Commodore
Rear Commodore
Club Captain
Treasurer
Secretary
Committee members (to a total of 15 including the immediate past
Commodore and Officers of the Club)
Notices of motion for consideration at the meeting should be in my
hands by 14 July 2012
Michael Harkness
Acting Secretary

AGENDA for the 121st Annual General Meeting
of the Otago Yacht Club Incorporated, to be held at the OYC
Clubrooms, 1400 hrs, Saturday 28 July 2012
Present
Apologies
Minutes of the previous AGM.
Matters arising from the minutes
Presentation of the annual reports
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Commodore’s report*
Vice-Commodore’s report*
Rear Commodore’s report*
Sailing School*
Events Coordinator
Bar Manager

Presentation of the annual accounts*
Financial report* posted on the OYC website. The Committee recommends that the Club subscriptions are unchanged.
Election of officers
 Commodore
 Vice Commodore
 Rear Commodore
 Club Captain
 Secretary
 Treasurer
 Committee
Notices of motion
There are no notices of motion
General business
That the Strategic Plan* be received. Copy printed in Cable and posted on the OYC website
Michael Harkness
Acting Secretary
*NOTE: All asterisked items are printed in this issue of Cable.
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STRATEGIC PLAN
OTAGO YACHT CLUB – 5-YEAR STRATEGIC PLAN
May 2012
___________________________________________________________________
- OVERVIEW ROLE
The Otago Yacht Club provides the principal base in southern New Zealand for
coastal racing and cruising for keelboats and launches. It has a trailer yacht division
and a very successful sailing school; it supports centreboard and multihull sailing
and racing, and is a leading venue for regattas held on Otago harbour. Membership
is drawn from the wider Dunedin community and has a fine clubhouse at the Magnet Street boat harbour. Through sailing, boat maintenance and social activities, the
Club fosters a strong sense of community amongst its members.
AIMS
The Club’s aims are –
(i)
to sustain its leadership in southern New Zealand in all forms of sailing,
including keelers, trailer yachts, centreboarders, and cruising;
(ii)

to provide coaching in sailing skills and leadership in safe sailing;

(iii)

to provide quality slipyard and other facilities for boat maintenance; and

(iv)

to foster a sociable club community, to grow the membership, and to progressively enhance the club’s facilities including the boat harbour.

RESOURCES
The resources are appropriate to the Club’s aims and include an active sailing
school, clubhouse, a major haulout facility, three rescue boats, a trailer yacht park
and a centreboard fleet. Based in the sheltered Dunedin boat harbour, the Club has
about 220 financial members, comprising individuals, juniors and families, plus
some schools, corporate and courtesy members. The Club is self-managed.
CONSTRAINTS
Sailing is one of New Zealand’s top sports and is a highly popular form of recreation, and there is every expectation that the Club’s role will endure. However, the
Club’s activities are compromised by continuing siltation that slowly makes the boat
harbour less useable year by year. Moreover, the Club suffers from having too few
walk-on berths, and lacks adequate pile moorings for larger craft.
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A proposal has been developed to overcome these constraints that includes a
dredging plan and a modest marina. It must be noted, however, that any such future
developments are conditional on a satisfactory renewal of the Club’s land-lease and
resource consents.
- ABOUT THE CLUB FACILITIES
The club’s facilities for boats of 8-15 m overall length include twelve pontoon
berths and 34 pile moorings, though not all are usable owing to siltation. Up to 50
trailer yachts can be parked on land. The sailing school has sheds housing 20 sailing dinghies and three rescue/instructor powerboats. Haulout and service facilities
include a winching and traverse system with 12 rail-tracked cradles on the hardstand area. A major asset is the handsome, well-furbished clubhouse, used for Club
functions as well as for hire to conferences and other groups. The grounds include
a picnic area, and toilets and showers that are shared with the public.
MANAGEMENT
An honorary Committee manages the Club’s affairs, elected annually from membership, and is comprised of three flag officers, secretary, treasurer, together with a
number of ordinary members. The club employs a caretaker-manager and engages
part-time assistance on a needs basis. Committee procedures and decisions are in
accordance with the Club’s constitution.
HISTORICAL TRENDS
The Otago Yacht Club was established in 1892 and grew steadily thereafter. Early
activities were dominated by motor launches in the harbour and keel yachts in
coastal racing. The Club has consistently supported a mix of boats and activities,
boosted with the advent of trailer yachts in the 1960s. Support for keeler events
was particularly strong in the mid-1970s and the late 80s but has since declined
somewhat, although a full syllabus continues and most major trophies are contested. Sailing school resumed around 1985 and, with the club’s purchase of support
vessels, has grown continuously since and includes associations with local schools.
Many hundreds of children and adults have learned to sail at the Club. Completion
of the new clubhouse in 1995 together with the toilet and shower block has seen
the Club become the location of choice for major regattas. In addition to popular
racing series for both sailing dinghies and all comers, the Club nowadays hosts
nine trophy races.
ASSETS and LIABILITIES
Fixed Assets
Buildings, equipment and materials (Total value: $1.5 million), together with sailing school boats and materials (Value: approximately $96,000).
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Voluntary assets
The regular contribution to sailing school and to maintenance work by club
members, who collectively offer a wide range of sailing, professional and trade
skills, is a very significant asset.
Income and expenditure
Currently, the Club’s annual income is about $122,000 (2011), from membership, mooring & slipyard fees, together with clubhouse hire, but fluctuates with
live-aboard and haulout activity. This covers the costs of salaries (caretaker/
manager together with casual part-time secretarial assistance and events coordination), annual ground-lease, and costs of routine maintenance of buildings and
boatyard. In many years, a small surplus has added to the Club’s consolidated
fund. The Club’s reserves currently stand at $142,000.
Liabilities
Aging mooring facilities have been repaired or replaced. Major costs will be entailed if siltation in the boat harbour is to be rectified. An approach to addressing
these problems is outlined under ‘Planning’, below.
- PLANNING 2012-2017
A number of actions are planned for the next five years, to promote growth and
to ensure that our Club continues to meet members’ needs. The objectives are to
restore the boat harbour to full usability; to enhance the mooring facilities, and to
grow the Club by enriching our programme of sailing activities for all classes
including keelers and launches, trailer boats, and dinghies, and to continue to
promote our social activities.
The attached Table summarises activities, plans, and guidelines.
MEMBERSHIP
Sailing can be enjoyed at virtually any age, and at many levels ranging from recreational boating to top-level competition. Engagement in the sport is challenged
by costs and by the lure of other activities, particularly for younger people. Increasing the number of younger members is a fundamental objective of Club. To
further this, the Club:





encourages continuity from sailing school to adulthood,
enlists young sailors as crew on larger yachts of Club members,
promotes social sailing amongst larger yachts,
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encourages increased usage by members of the clubhouse,
replaces and periodically upgrades its fleet of sail-training and rescue craft.

FACILITIES
Generally, the Club maintains its onshore facilities by voluntary work of members
and, when appropriate, by hiring external contractors. Costs are met from Club
revenue. However, the boat harbour requires extensive maintenance and reconstruction works. Aiming for all tide operation and to increase the walk-on berths, it
has been proposed that the Club commits to a staged redevelopment of the foreshore and berthing facilities. The proposed renovations will improve the Club’s
facilities and are expected to enhance its cash flow. Lastly, it is anticipated that
filtered traps for boat wash-down will need to be established.
NOTE: This Strategic Plan plus a Schedule of Action, is on our Website

CLUB SUPPORTERS
The Otago Yacht Club acknowledges & kindly thanks the
following businesses & organisations for their invaluable
support:

Mini Dig Ltd
Otago Yachting Association
Read Marine
Delta Services
The Trusts Charitable Foundation
Rainbow Paints
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Around the Yard with Les
The shortest day of the year has just passed and working on boats in
the Club yard has almost come to a standstill. However, a very few
brace souls have been working away diligently. Geoff Murray, while
waiting for a transducer to come from overseas has been painting his
deck head, a job I personally dislike with a veangeance. Chris Young
has made a start on his recently-ourchased boat “Tahere” by sanding
back the entire underwater section of the hull. Alistair Walker has
travelled twice a week from Balclutha to slip, sand and antifoul his
boat”Solitaire”, and Shane Galloway and Michael Garbett have been
giving “Sentinel”, their 38-foot Roberts, some special attention.
Whilst undertaking a normal water-blast, corrosion was found in a
couple of places, particularly near the bow just below the waterline
and along a chine. It appears that the chainlocker had been partly
filled with concrete and was not able to dry out properly. New steel
plate has been welded into the hull, a fine job by Ferrum Engineering. “Sentinel” was sailed out from Wales over a decade ago, and
was spotted in Wellington’s Seaview marina under a “For Sale” sign.
The rest is history. She looks a fine, strong ocean cruiser, well
equipped with a lot of ocean-going gear above and below decks.
As for our facilities, Peter Wilhelmsen and myself are making steady
progress on the improvements to the slipway wharf – we are about
half way with that particular job. If you are interested in helping the
Club to stay on top of its maintenance, please let Geoff Murray or
myself know, as there are many projects underway with fewer and
fewer people helping out.
Recently I had the task of clearing a lot of rubbish from the old fishing boat “Neptune”. Many readers will know this boat if they’ve
been onto the Carey’s Bay fisherman’s wharf in recent years. She
had been lived on by an elderly couple who collected everything and
anything, and it took Steven Phillips and myself 9-10 days to clear
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12 tonnes of rubbish and metal from this once-beautiful North Sea
trawler. “Neptune” was built in Belgium in 1957, of oak on sawn
oak frames (very strong!). She is 63 feet long, double-ended, weighs
in at 67 tonnes, and is powered by a supercharged V8 Detroit diesel.
The McLeod family brought her out from England, taking fourteen
months to reach Dunedin and having “the time of their lives”. She is
now on the Kitchener Street wharf and anyone interested in acquiring her can get in touch with me.
Recent slipping movements in the yard include,
“Valkyr”, back in the water after fitting new floor,
“Aries II”, up for an “intermediate” anti-foul,
“Solitaire”, up for annual antifoul,
“Sentinel”, up for antifoul and remedial repairs,
“Erewhon”, up and back in after painting the engine and engine bay,
“Silvia”, back in after antifoul and hull painting.
Club members are always welcome around the yard. There are always jobs to be done!
Les

FURTHER NOTICES
FOR SALE 7' pram dinghy, green & white (no oars),
$150 Contact Murray MUIR 473 1416 or Cell 021 300 508

Sailors wanted for exercise project
Volunteers for a study looking at force output and
muscle activity while hiking on a boat are asked to contact
Stephanie Lovelock. <stephlovelock@gmail.com >
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